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Chapter 1: BTU Measurement System
1.1 General introduction
SPZ BTU Measurement System is used to measure individual energy consumption in
Water cooling system such as apartment, commercial office and condominiums. This system is
also used to measure performance of energy saving system or the loss of efficiency which is
directly tied to loss of revenue.
The system real-time detects the temperature of supply and return pipe, monitors the
instantaneous flow rate, according to Heat Exchange of thermodynamics principle the BTU
meter accumulates each user’s heat energy consumption and transfer the data to up-PC, finally as
per rated unit price (Rupees/MW) to calculate the total fee of them.

1.2 Working principle & process
1.2.1 Working principle
SPBTU101 BTU meter calculates energy consumption by flow rate and temperature
different, the formula is:

Notes:







Q
qm
qv
ρ
∆h
Γ

: cool consumption (unit: J or WH)
: Unit weight of water passed flow meter (unit: kg/h)
: Unit volume of water passed flow meter (unit: m3/h)
: Density of water (unit: kg/ m3)
: Enthalpy of water (unit: J/kg)
: Time (unit: h)

1.2.2 Working process:
When the water or other liquid passes through the water pipe, the flow meter measures
the instantaneous flow rate ‘q’ and sends it to BTU meters, temperature sensor tests the return
pipe temperature ‘T1’ and supply pipe temperature ‘T2’ and also sends it to BTU meter.
According to above formula, BTU meter integrates the cooling or heat consumption. If T1>T2,
integrates cooling consumption, otherwise integrates heat consumption. Finally BTU meter
stores the data and displays on LCD (as shown in below fig.).
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Working Process
1.2.3 : BTU Meter Component Description

Chapter 2: SPBTU101 BTU Meter
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2.1 General description:
SPBTU101 BTU Meter is a liquid heat exchange calculation device for Central Airconditioning.Besides heating calculation, it also could calculate cooling energy consumption. It
collectsthe data from temperature sensor and flow meter, basing on Heat Exchange principle
thesystem automatically integrates energy consumption and transfers it to PC. It can
checkconsumption volume by tenant or operator, real time shows instantaneous temperature,
flowrate and energy consumption etc.
1. BTU meter (Model: SPBTU101)—Calculates the energy consumption with high
accurate and reliable, mounted on the wall, no condensates water problems,
2. Temperature Sensors:PT100,
3. Flow meter: Ultrasonic Flow Meter (SHENITECH ST301 Series).

2.2 Function:






Calculates cooling energy consumption,
Tracks accumulated energy consumption,
Real-time monitor function,
Storage security of data, stores data automatically once power failure,
Has real-time clock function.

2.3 Characteristic:
 4x20 Alphanumeric LCD screen, real time shows supply/return water temperature,
instantaneous flow rate, cooling consumption value, instantaneous power etc.
 All the designed parameter is much more closed to actual project application, multipassword protected prevents data missed and revised.
 Perfect interface design, Current input (0-20mA), suitable for different kinds of flow
meters to collect signal.
 RS485 or MODSCAN Communication interface, reliable.
 Electricity and optics is isolated, good anti-interference performance.
 Remote Monitor and clock function, remotely revise the time periodically.
 Has data output interface, could be integrated into Auto Reading Meter system.
 Can be auto setup small flow rate ignored.
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2.4 Parameter:
Operating voltage
Temperature range
Temperature accuracy
Matched with temperature sensor
Flow rate range
Flow rate accuracy
Matched with flow rate sensor
Flow rate signal range
Cooling consumption accumulated
range
Resolution ratio
Energy accumulated accuracy
Communication interface
Communication rate
Max. communication distance
Dimension

24VDC±10%
(0.0～200.0)℃
±0.1℃
PT100
(0～9999.9)Gallons Per Minute
±0.5%
Current mode
Current mode：0-20mA
(0～999999.999999)MWH
0.000001MWh
Class 1.0
RS-485
9600bps
400m
144mm×144mm×48mm

2.5 Operation instruction:
2.5.1 Keypad operation meaning:

MODE/SET

UP/PREV

DOWN/NEXT

SCROLL/ESC
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2.5.2 Menu & Front Screen operation
operation:

"Press"
Button

"Press"
7

Button
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2.5.3Menu User Settings
Settings:
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2.5.4Menu Memory Reset
Reset:

2.5.5Menu Factory Settings
Settings:
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Notes: Factory setting will not open to user and project engineering, will not display on
menu.

2.6 Installation and adjustment:
2.6.1 Installation Notes:








Must cut off power when installing or operating, otherwise will damage component.
Select a correct installation location.
Environment temperature:-30°C- +70°C
Relative humidity: Max relative humidity 95% (Non-condensing).
RS485 communication, strictly adopts RVS2*0.75mm2 twisted-pair.
Connect the wires according the label indication.
Before power ON, please check the wires again to avoid wrong connection which will
damage the component.
 Check the wires again to avoid wrong connection which will damage the component.

2.6.2BTU Meter installation procedure:





Puts BTU Meter into the iron box we offered before installing.
Drills holes as per BTU Meter dimension by churn drill and then screwed.
Connects iron box and temperature sensor and flow meter.
Connects the wire as per label indication.

2.7 Environment requirement and connection technology:
Installation:
1) BTU Meter should be installed at waterproof environment.
2) Environment humidity can’t over 95%, temperature 0℃-50℃.
3) Forbid installing at air-conditioning water shaft or oil dirt environment.

Connection:
1) Please strictly connect the wires as per indication, otherwise will damage the
component.
2) When connecting with other devices, please note the connection indication.
3) It is better to use cold compression plug while connecting.
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2.8 Fault analysis and elimination:
Problem 1: Hasn’t flow rate display
Solution:
1) Checks flow meter connection wires to judge whether have 24V output. For insert
Ultrasonic flow meter, if have, the power supply is normal. But for ducted Ultrasonic
flow meter, the power supply is directly offered by separately 220V, BTU Meter will not
offer power to it.
2) Checks the low flow rate ignored parameter, normally it should be between 0.01-0.03.
If the value is over and bigger than that range, it means the system have stream when set
up this parameter, must be set under stagnant water situation.
Problem 2: The temperature of water delivery or water return is 2℃or 80℃
Solution: Please check the connection wires between BTU Meter and temperature sensor.
Problem 3: Can’t communicate
Solution:
1) Please check the power supply AC 220V is normal or not, check fuse which inside the
Meter is ok or not.
2) Please check communication positive pole and negative pole is correct or not.
3) Please cut off power supply and then connect again, checks if the fault is eliminated or
Not.
4) Please check whether the IP add is reduplicate in a same group.
Problem 4: when matching with Ultrasonic flow meter, it has flow rate but no current
actually
Solution: Checks the low flow rate ignored parameter, the zero point of Ultrasonic flow meter
will shift with long time used, please re-set up this parameter.
Problem 5: No display on BTU Meter or display Unicode
Solution: Please cut offer power supply and then connect again, if still exist that’s means the
BTU Meter is broken and need maintain.
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Chapter 3: Ultrasonic flow meter
3.1 Ultrasonic Flow meter:
3.1.1General introduction:
Ultrasonic flow meter consists of converter and sensor, all of ST301 Ultrasonic flow
meter is splitdesigned, the converter and sensor is connected by a signal cables.

3.1.2 Measuring principle:

Measurement Principle:
The ST301 flow meter is based ontransit-time measurement principle, asshown in the
right figure.A typical transit-time flow measurementsystem utilizes two transducers (A and
B)that function as both ultrasonic transmitterand receiver. The two transducers are eitherclamped
onto the outside of a pipe orinserted into the pipe wall at a specific distance from each other. The
flow meter operates byalternately transmitting and receiving a coded burst of sound energy
between the two transducers and measuring the transit time it takes for sound to travel between
the two transducers. The difference in the transit time measured is directly related to the velocity
ofthe liquid in the pipe. After the velocity is measured, the flow meter calculates the flow rateby
multiplying the velocity with the cross-section area of the pipe.
13

To be more precise, let's assume that Tdown is the transit-time (or time-of-flight) of a
sound pulse traveling from the upstream transducer A to the downstream transducer B, and Tup
is the transit-time from the opposite direction, B to A. The following equations hold:
Tdown = ( D / sinq ) / ( c + V*cosq ),

(1)

Tup = ( D / sinq ) / ( c - V*cosq ),

(2)

Where c is the sound speed in the liquid, D is the pipe diameter and V is the flow velocity
averaged over the sound path. Solving the above equations leads to
V = ( D / sin2q ) * ∆T / (Tup * Tdown),

(3)

where ∆T = Tup - Tdown. Therefore, by accurately measuring the upstream and downstream
transit-time Tup and Tdown, we are able to obtain the flow velocity V. Subsequently, the flow
rate is calculated as following,
Q = K *A* V,

(4)

Where A is the inner cross-section area of the pipe and K is the instrument coefficient. Usually,
K is determined through calibration.
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3.1.3 Technical Parameter:
Linearity
Accuracy
Repeatability
Velocity
Measurement
Period
Display
Keypad
Units
Output
Others
Enclosure

Liquid Types

Liquid Temp
Suspension
Concentration
Pipe size
Pipe material
Pipe Straight
run
Environment
Temperature
Humidity
Power
Weight

Better than ±1%
±1% of velocity reading, plus ±5mm/s.
Could be better when in-situ calibration is conducted.
Clamp-on type transducer used.
±0.2%
-60~60 ft/s(-18 ~ 18 m/s), bi-directional
0.5s. Can be set to 0 ~ 99s.
4x20 Char LCD with backlight.
4keys
English (U.S.) or metric.
Analog output: Isolated 4-20mA or 0-20mA current output. Impedance 0~1KΩ
Isolated RS485: 2-wire half duplex with surge protection, supports MODBUS
protocol.
RTC for calendar
Protection Class: IP65, weather-proof, metal.
Size: 7.7”X7.3”X4.3”(195X185X110mm3)
Virtually all commonly used clean liquids.
Liquids with small quantity of tiny particles may be also be applicable. Particle
size should be less than 20,000ppm (2%).
Liquids should contain no or very minor air bubbles.
Examples are chilled/hot water, sea water, waste water, chemical liquids, oil,
crude oil, alcohol, beer, etc.
32°F ~ 212°F (0°C ~ 100°C) for standard clamp-on transducers.
32°F ~ 302°F (0°C ~ 150°C) for high-temperature clamp-on transducers, as
well as wetted transducers (insertion type and flow-cell type).
<20,000ppm and particle size less than 100um. May contain very small amount
of air bubbles.
3/8” ~ 240” (DN10mm ~ DN6,000mm), depending on transducer type.
All metals, most plastics, fiber glass, etc. Allow pipe liner.
15D in most cases, 30D if a pumpis near upstream, where D is pipe diameter.
Main Unit: 14°F ~ 158°F (-10°C ~ 70°C).
Clamp-on transducer: -22°F ~ 212°F (-30°C ~ 100°C) for standard type
(S1/M1/L1), -22°F ~ 302°F (-30°C ~ 150°C) for high temperature type
(S1HT/M1HT).
Main unit: 85% RH
Transducer: Water immersible, water depth less than 10’ (3m)
9 ~ 24VDC
Main Unit: 6lbs
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Chapter 4: Temperature sensor PT100
4.1 General description:
Hot resistance is a common temperature detector at middle-low temperature field; the
characteristic is high accuracy and good stable performance. Platinum resistance thermometer is
the highest accuracy type in that field; it is widely used at industrial field and even selected as a
standard station meter. The measured principle is that with the temperature increased its
resistance would be increased at the same time. Most of the hot resistance is making of metal, the
common material is platinum and cooper, but nowadays the other materials such as nickel.

4.2 Characteristic:
1. High accuracy: it is the highest accuracy type in all thermometers.
2. Wide output signal and high sensitivity: The sensitivity of PT100 hot resistance is higher
1 class than other thermoelectric thermometer.
3. Wide testing range and good stable performance: Under low sensitivity situation, it could
keep the error under 0.1℃.

4.3 Parameter:
The common type of platinum resistance thermometer includes PT100, the
temperaturecoefficient is 3.9*10-3/°C, when the temperature is 0°C, the related resistance is
1000ohmresistancechanging rate is 0.3851ohm/°C.
According to IEC751, the temperature coefficient (TCR) =0.003851,
PT100=(R0=100ohm), PT1000(R0=1000ohm) is standard platinum resistance thermometer.

Notes:
R100: The resistance value when the temperature is 100°C
R0: The resistance value when the temperature is 0°C
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4.4 PT100 reference table
table:
PT100 reference table is the resistance value under different temperature. Via
temperature value we can get the related resistance value or via resistance value we can get the
related temperature value.
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4.5 PT100 installation:
i) Opens a hole on the measured pipe, hole diameter is 30mm.
ii) Solders Fitting seat on measured pipe.
iii) Screws Sleeve into Fitting seat.
iv) Puts PT100 into sleeve and inserts it on the bottom of sleeve and then screws it tightly.

Notes: Please make sure that the sleeve is tightly screwed into fitting seat in to make agood
waterproof.
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